
The clients of this property had already tackled the 

structural work and selected a few pieces of furniture, 

but were stuck in how to complete the space and 

brought in Bhavin Taylor to assist.

The living room was long with high ceilings, and had the 

sofa at one end of the room and the TV on the opposite 

wall, which limited what Bhavin could do in the middle.

So the large area rug was added to unify the whole 

space and add a much needed splash of colour that 

was strong but not overpowering.  However there still 

felt like there was a huge gap between both ends of the 

room.  
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So Bhavin added the moveable armchair that primarily 

had two uses.  One, add an alternative space to sit 

and read and second as it faced the sofa allowed the 

room to feel more social.  if guests were to come, then 

everyone would not need to sit in a line on the sofa.

as the clients did not need a separate dining area as 

they had the kitchen counter for everyday use, the 

coffee table converts into a dining table and foldaway 

chairs were stored in the second bedroom.

The room has large windows letting plenty of natural 

light in so Bhavin did not want to dress these with heavy 

window treatments.  instead used sheer curtains that 

are a great feature to the space that provide privacy 

from the main road outside.  

There are also black out roller blinds so the room can be 

dark, perfect for watching movies.

The clients wanted a big piece of artwork above the 

sofa, but did not have a large budget for this.  So two 

inexpensive identical pieces of artwork were hung side 

by side that add a bold splash of colour to the room.  

These colours are repeated throughout the rest of the 

room with the patterned cushions and accessories on 

the shelves.

The master bedroom had quite low ceilings and felt 

quite dark, so it was important to keep this space light 

and airy, so Bhavin kept everything quite neutral and 

followed the soft grey colour scheme throughout.  
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The room still needed accents 

so the small teal velvet sofa and 

artwork were added.  They offer bold 

accents of colour but at the same 

time do not over power the room.  

The overall look is restful.

The second bedroom was quite 

small so Bhavin did not want to fill 

the space and kept it simple with 

just the piano and bookshelves.  

using the clients own Persian rug 

adds a bit of character and gives 

this room its own identity to the rest 

of the flat.

www.bhavintaylordesign.com

Focus SB
Great lighting begins with quality

controls and Focus SB offer a range

of luxury switches and sockets to

suit your interiors, available in a

choice of stunning finishes.

Bespoke solutions are our speciality, 

designed to meet your needs and

ensuring continuity throughout

your projects.

True Edge Jordan Bronze Bespoke solutions

www.focus-sb.co.uk
FREE DELIVERY TO MAINLAND UK*  |  COMPLETE BESPOKE SERVICE 

Call us on 01424 858060  |  sales@focus-sb.co.uk  * Minimum order applies

THE FINISHING

TOUCH

Horizon Matt White 
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